
Truth & Logic in Advertising Project 
Concepts Geometry 

 

 

Background: Advertising is a mainstay in our capitalist society. Every day, 

consumers are exposed to advertising on the radio, television, and billboards. We 

even have ads on our iPads with some apps. Advertisers use many strategies to 

entice consumers to use their products. Educated consumers can use the Laws of 

Logic learned in Geometry class to help them decide the validity of a product’s 

claims and, therefore, whether or not they will buy the product. 

Purpose: The purpose of this project is to practice using principles of logic that 

are necessary in Geometry. 

Project:  

 Select an advertisement as the focus of this project. You must choose ads 

for products that are considered legal, moral, and appropriate for high 

school students. 

 Using pictures or links to commercials in your presentation. 

 With your advertisement, you must have the following statements with its 

truth value: 

o A conditional statement that is suggested by your chosen ad. 

o The converse of your conditional statement. Is it true or false? 

o The inverse of your conditional statement. Is it true or false? 

o The contrapositive of your conditional statement. Is it true or false? 

o Can you write a true biconditional? Why or why not? If you can write a 

true biconditional, include it in your project. If you can’t, explain why. 

o Write a paragraph that summarizes what you learned from this 

project. This must be at least 5-7, well-written sentences.  

To turn in: Send me your project as an email by 3pm on the due date. Remember 

to email to the dropbox email, not my school email. Look for the link on the weebly. 

Projects that do not get sent to the correct email address will lose points. 

 



Grading: This project will be graded using the following rubric. 

Conditional w/ truth value 8pts 

Converse w/ truth value  8pts 

Inverse w/ truth value  8pts 

Contrapositive w/ truth value 8pts 

Summary    10pts 

Creativity    4pts 

Overall Appearance  4pts 

Total     50 pts (counted as a test grade) 

Note: Late projects will lose 5 points per day 

 

 

 


